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batch Batch together assemble or process as a batch.
I had nothing to do but batch the reports.

bumper-to-bumper A mechanical device consisting of bars at either end of a vehicle to
absorb shock and prevent serious damage.

congested (of a part of the body) abnormally full of blood.
The congested streets of the West End.

congestion Excessive crowding.
The new bridge should ease congestion in the area.

crowd Cause to herd drive or crowd together.
A crowd of insects assembled around the flowers.

crystallized Having become fixed and definite in form.
Samples of rock containing the crystallized mineral zircon.

impede Be a hindrance or obstacle to.
The sap causes swelling which can impede breathing.

jam
A hold obtained by jamming a part of the body such as a hand or foot
into a crack in the rock.
Listeners jammed a radio station s switchboard with calls.

mass Assemble or cause to assemble into a single body or mass.
Seaside towns that catered for the masses.

mob
An Aboriginal extended family or community.
He stood out from the rest of the mob with his silver hair and stacked
shoes.

multitude A large indefinite number.
Father Peter addressed the multitude.

obstruct
Block passage through.
An indirect free kick is awarded for intentionally obstructing an
opponent.
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occlude Stop, close up, or obstruct (an opening, orifice, or passage.
Occluded within these crystals are other molecules.

overcrowd Crowd together too much.
Try not to overcrowd the leaflet with text.

pack
Have the property of being packable or of compacting easily.
The lead hound gives tongue and the pack takes off following the line
of scent.

pickle A pickled cucumber.
Assorted pickles.

pile Place or lay as if in a pile.
He placed the books in a neat pile.

plurality
The number by which plurality exceeds the number of votes cast for
the candidate placed second.
Some languages add an extra syllable to mark plurality.

rabble
Ordinary people, especially when regarded as socially inferior or
uncouth.
The British feel no compunction about ushering the gentry into the
coach and packing the rabble off to debtor s prison.

rally Drive in a rally.
He singled to start a rally in the 9th inning.

riffraff Disparaging terms for the common people.

riot Take part in a riot disturb the public peace by engaging in a riot.
A young lord leaving the city after a night of riot.

rout An overwhelming defeat.
The retreat degenerated into a rout.

sheaf Bundle into sheaves.
The corn and barley had to be sheafed and stooked.

stack
Fill or cover a place or surface with stacks of things.
Texas s capital punishment law stacks the deck in favour of death
over prison.

stuff Fill with a stuffing while cooking.
Are you doing stuff Kevin he asked.

throng A large gathering of people.
The pavements are thronged with people.

toast Propose a toast to.
He found himself the toast of the baseball world.
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traffic
The amount of activity over a communication system during a given
period of time.
Heavy traffic overloaded the trunk lines.
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